Trends 14/15

Trend Collection 2014/2015
The best designers demand more - so we demand more from our own designers.
We understand that surfaces define space and that their originality, exclusivity
and innovation are pivotal.
Thus, for our 2014/2015 trend collection, the Kronodesigners have travelled the globe
in search of influences and trends; whether that is through attending trade shows,
engaging with customers or technical innovators, absorbing culture, business, politics or
simply everyday life itself.
The results speak for themselves: 13 designs and a new texture that define today’s
interior design needs. As an additional plus, all of the designs have been exclusively
developed with full intellectual property rights, which means that you can rest assured
when working with Kronodesign® - you and your project will be part of an exclusive club.

Surface Innovation
Pure Wood - PW
Pure Wood (PW) is a new texture inspired by the elegant finish of a finely sanded
and varnished veneer. It gives a silky matte finish exposing the subtle gloss of
the wood-grain ticks. Its elegance makes it a perfect surface texture for any
wood decor and adds distinction and a dimension of tactility and realism.

Pictogram Guide
MF BOARDS
EDGING
HPL
Worktops

The decor reproduction under the flap represents a 600 mm x 900 mm detail of the decor.
Technical details and print errors are subject to change.
For more information please visit www.kronospan-express.com.

Worktops

4273 BS White Pattern

4300 RS Live Stone

cbd

cbd

4298 UE Light Atelier

4299 UE Dark Atelier

acbd

acbd

4272 RS Dark Tassili

3079 RS Black Oxide

cdb

cdb

K002 WO Grey Craft Oak

acbd

MF Boards

K010 SN White Loft Pine

K011 SN Cream Loft Pine

acb

acb

K008 PW Light Select Walnut

K009 PW Dark Select Walnut

acb

acb

K005 PW Oyster Urban Oak

K006 PW Amber Urban Oak

K007 PW Coffee Urban Oak

acb

acb

acb

MF Boards

K003 PW Gold Craft Oak

acb

K001 PW White Craft Oak

K002 PW Grey Craft Oak

K004 PW Tobacco Craft Oak

acb

acbd

acb

4298 SU Light Atelier

4299 SU Dark Atelier

acbd

acbd

Our Trends 14/15 Collection is available on stock NOW!
MF Boards and Worktops
High Pressure Laminates (HPL) and Edging.
For samples, more product information
or technical specifications,
please contact your local Kronospan company.
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